
Samsung Flow syncs the Galaxy TabPro S 2-in-1 and market-leading 
Galaxy smartphones, giving your workforce a single, powerful mobile 
productivity suite.

Ready to see how Samsung's portfolio of mobile devices can work 
together for your business?
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Samsung knows
enterprise mobility

Learn More About Galaxy TabPro S
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Samsung Flow:
Bringing people, devices
and data together for
true mobile ef�ciency

Finding the tools to power productivity

Is business mobility working for your entire team? Or are some 
workers juggling two or three devices while others use tools
that keep them tethered to their desks? Now there’s a way to
offer enterprise productivity and mobility to all employees—
while seamlessly connecting all their devices. Read on to
learn about Samsung Flow.

Making sure employees have the right tools for work is essential for high 
productivity and effective collaboration. Employees may need multiple 
devices to perform different tasks:

And, in fact, that’s become the new normal for many people.

Some frustrations include:

Adding a new dimension to of�ce mobility

Smartphones
for communication

and quick access to
apps and email

Tablets
for accessing,

annotating and sharing
information on the go

66%
of Americans own at least

two digital devices.1

1 in 3
own a smartphone, a

computer and a tablet.1

Notebooks
for heavy productivity

tasks and data crunching

Bring devices together

But when workers �nd themselves constantly switching between a 
phone, a tablet and a notebook to complete a task, their productivity 
devices can become stumbling blocks instead. 

Employees need to stay in sync and 
connected, no matter where they’re 
working. But how?

It’s another way Samsung is integrating Windows 10 Pro productivity
into its Galaxy smartphone ecosystem.

Samsung Flow integrates features and functionality across devices, 
syncing enabled PCs and smartphones so employees can get real 
work done on the device of their choice.

Fumbling with separate
logins for different devices

Working on a tablet while
an urgent noti�cation goes
unnoticed on a smartphone

Struggling to get Wi-Fi on
a notebook with no LTE
capability to fall back on

Secure biometric login.
Galaxy smartphone �ngerprint

reader effortlessly unlocks
all devices 

Synced noti�cations.
Wirelessly connect devices

to receive noti�cations
and sync data

Mobile hotspot.
Get on-the-go LTE access

on a Wi-Fi-only device

Samsung’s innovative Windows 10 Pro 2-in-1, the Galaxy TabPro S,
is purpose-built to work with Galaxy smartphones via Samsung Flow.

The enterprise-ready Galaxy TabPro S with Windows 10 Pro is specially 
geared for a highly mobile workforce. This versatile solution offers the
mobility of a Samsung Galaxy with the productivity of a Windows 2-in-1.

Samsung gives mobile employees the power to stay in touch—and 
securely connect all their devices

Samsung Galaxy TabPro S 2-in-1

Productivity.
Windows 10 Pro

Flexibility.
12″ Super AMOLED display
and full-size detachable
keyboard with trackpad

Reliability.
Long-lasting 10.5-hour battery
life and fast charging

Mobility.
Ultra thin, lightweight and stylish

Learn More About Samsung Flow
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